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A B S T R A C T 

The presence of a population of a large number ( ∼400) of almost coe v al (100–300 Myr) super star clusters (SSCs) in the disc of 
M82 offers an opportunity to construct the Cluster Initial Mass Function (CIMF) from the observed present-day Cluster Mass 
Function (CMF). We carry out the dynamical and photometric evolution of the CMF assuming that the clusters mo v e in circular 
orbits under the gravitational potential of the host galaxy using the semi-analytical simulation code Evolve Me a Cluster of 
StarS. We explore power-law and lognormal functions for the CIMFs, and populate the clusters in the disc assuming uniform, 
power-la w, and e xponential radial distribution functions. We find that the observed CMF is best produced by a CIMF that is 
power law in form with an index of 1.8, for a power-law radial distribution function. More importantly, we establish that the 
observ ed turn-o v er in the present-day CMF is the result of observational incompleteness rather than due to dynamically induced 

effects, or an intrinsically lognormal CIMF, as was proposed for the fossil starburst region B of this galaxy. Our simulations 
naturally reproduce the mass–radius relation observed for a sub-sample of M82 SSCs. 

Key words: catalogues – globular clusters: general – galaxies: clusters: general. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

tar clusters are fundamental units of star formation in galaxies
Lada & Lada 2003 ). The gravitational potential of the stars and gas
ithin the cluster volume and the kinetic energy of stars need to be

n Virial equilibrium at all times for the long-term survi v al of star
lusters. All clusters may not be bound at birth, while others become
nbound due to the expulsion of gas enclosed within the cluster
olume due to multiple superno va e xpulsions in the cluster (Good-
in & Bastian 2006 ). Adamo et al. ( 2017 ) find that these effects can
ecrease the number density of clusters by a factor larger than three
or ages between 10 and 100 Myr. The survi v al of clusters for periods
onger than around 100 Myr depends on the gravitational potential
f their host galaxies, as well as their location in the galaxy (Fall &
hang 2001 ; Vesperini 2001 ). The most massive and compact clus-

ers are expected to live for a Hubble time, in which case they could be
rogenitors of present-day Globular Clusters (GCs) (e.g. Kruijssen
015 ; Cue v as-Otahola et al. 2021 ). This subset of massive and com-
act clusters are generally referred to as Super Star Clusters (SSCs).
or the purpose of this work, we define SSCs as young (age < 1 Gyr)
lusters having masses M > 10 4 M � and half-light radii R h < 10 pc.

One of the ways to test the hypothesis that the SSCs are the progen-
tors of GCs is to study their mass functions, after accounting for the
ynamically induced destruction processes (Kroupa 1995 ). Cluster
ass Functions (CMFs) are usually obtained from the luminosity

unctions, after applying age-dependent mass-to-light ratios using
opulation Synthesis Models (e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 2003 ). The
MFs followed by star clusters at birth, i.e. the Cluster Initial Mass
 E-mail: b.cue v as.otahola@gmail.com 
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unction (CIMF) can be obtained from studies of young clusters
age ∼ 1–10 Myr), which are yet to experience long-term dynamical
ffects caused by the tidal effects of the parent galaxy. Hence, the
bserved CMF of these young clusters is usually assumed to be
dentical to the CIMF as the corrections for mass-loss during stellar
volution and early dynamical evolution can be neglected over such
 short time-scale (Kroupa & Boily 2002 ). Examples of such studies
an be found in galaxies such as M51 (Bik et al. 2003 ), Antennae
Zhang & Fall 1999 ; Benedict et al. 2002 ), LMC (De Grijs &
oodwin 2008 ), the starburst galaxies NGC 3310 and NGC 6745 (De
rijs et al. 2003b ) and in the nuclear region of M82 (McCrady &
raham 2007 ; Mayya et al. 2008 ). The CIMF thus obtained has
een found to be well described by a power-law function d N 

d m 

∝ m 

−α

ith index α = 2 between 10 3 and 10 6 M � (Krumholz, McKee &
land-Hawthorn 2019 ). Larsen ( 2009 ) suggested a truncation of the
ass function at the high-mass end, with the CMF well described

y the Schechter ( 1976 ) distribution, used to describe the luminosity
unction of galaxies. The break is represented by the truncation mass
 ∗ known as the cut-off mass in the CIMF context. M ∗ is thought to

ive insights into the local environment as a function of the galaxy
ype (Larsen 2009 ; Portegies Zwart, McMillan & Gieles 2010 ), with
tarb urst galaxies ha ving larger M ∗ values on average than the normal
pirals and irregulars, which could be suggesting a dependence on the
nvironment pressure, with starburst galaxies having higher pressures
Sun et al. 2016 ). More recently, sev eral works hav e found a relation
etween the Star Formation Rate surface density � SFR and M ∗, in
everal galaxies: M83 (Adamo et al. 2015 ), M31 (Johnson et al.
017 ), M51 (Messa et al. 2018 ), and M33 (Wainer et al. 2022 ). In
articular, Johnson et al. ( 2017 ) reported a relation M ∗ ∝ < � SFR 

 

∼1.1 , which they suggest also applies to Globular Clusters, giving
nsights into the current formation models. 
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If SSCs are progenitors of GCs, both should have similar mass
unctions at birth. Ho we ver, the luminosity function of GCs, which
s considered as a proxy for mass function, is found to be lognormal
Jord ́an et al. 2007 ; Lomel ́ı-N ́u ̃ nez et al. 2022 ). These differences
re thought to be due to the nature of tidal forces that o v er long
eriod of time selectively destroy low-mass clusters (Fall & Zhang 
001 ; Vesperini 2001 ). The change from power-law to lognormal 
orm happens gradually as the clusters orbit under the gravitational 
otential of their parent galaxy. In this context, study of clusters that
ave ages comparable to their orbital periods (around 100 Myr or
lightly older; intermediate-age clusters, henceforth) provide us an 
pportunity to catch them when this change is happening. 
The disc of the nearby starburst galaxy M82 contains a rich 

opulation of intermediate-age SSCs, first reported by De Grijs, 
’Connell & Gallagher ( 2001 ) using the Hubble Space Tele- 

cope /Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 ( HST /WFPC2) camera images 
f the ‘fossil starburst’ region B (O’Connell & Mangano 1978 ). 
ayya et al. ( 2006 ) carried out a detailed photometric and chemical

opulation synthesis model to reproduce the observed spectroscopic, 
hotometric, and dynamical properties of the disc of M82, and 
roposed a disc-wide star formation event around 500 Myr ago 
ith a duration of around 300 Myr, with no star formation in the
isc in the last 100 Myr. The fly-by encounter of M82 with the
embers of the M81 group around a gigayear ago (Yun, Ho & Lo

994 ) is the most likely trigger for the disc-wide star formation. The
resence of a rich population of luminous asymptotic giant branch 
tars throughout the disc also fa v ours an intense post-interaction star
ormation event (Davidge 2008 ). These latter studies also noted the 
bsence of Red Supergiants in the disc, which supports the absence 
f star formation o v er the last 10–50 Myr. Intense events of star
ormation are accompanied by the formation of SSCs, and hence 
he whole disc, not just the region B, is expected to contain a rich
opulation of SSCs. The wider field of view of the HST /Advanced
amera for Surv e ys (ACS) mosaic images allowed Mayya et al.
 2008 ) (see also Lim, Hwang & Lee 2013 ) to establish the presence
f SSCs in the entire disc of M82. The ages for the disc population
eported in follow-up spectroscopic and photometric studies range 
etween 100 Myr to around 1 Gyr as detailed below. De Grijs
t al. ( 2001 ) analysed the optical WFPC2 BVI and NICMOS JH
hotometric data of SSCs in region B and estimated an age of around
00 Myr for these clusters. De Grijs, Bastian & Lamers ( 2003a )
eported a slightly older age of 1 Gyr from a reanalysis of the same
ata set. Smith et al. ( 2007 ) carried out the HST /Space Telescope
maging Spectrograph (STIS) optical spectroscopy of some of these 
lusters in region B, obtaining slightly younger ages of 350 Myr.
onstantopoulos et al. ( 2009 ) carried out multi-object spectroscopy 
f 49 SSCs, obtaining a mean spectroscopic age of ∼150 Myr for
he disc SSCs. Rodr ́ıguez-Merino, Rosa-Gonz ́alez & Mayya ( 2011 )
nalysed multi-band Spectral Energy Distributions o v er spatial scales 
f 180 pc, obtaining an age range of 100–450 Myr for the disc
opulations. The ages obtained in this latter study for the SSCs
n region B agree well with that reported by Smith et al. ( 2007 ). It
hould be noted that the ages obtained using photometric colours 
o v ering only optical and infrared wavelength range are affected 
y age-reddening de generac y, which unfortunately introduces larger 
ncertainties in M82 as compared to the normal disc galaxies given 
ts large inclination angle and dusty morphology. On the other hand, 
pectroscopic ages are not affected by age-reddening de generac y, 
nd hence are more reliable. The relatively small spread in the 
pectroscopically derived ages of 100–350 Myr makes the M82 disc 
luster sample an ideal sample to study to understand the evolution 
f the CMF from the power law for young SSCs to lognormal for
he old GCs. Analysing the SSCs in region B, De Grijs et al. ( 2003a )
btained a lognormal CMF with a turn-o v er mass 2 × 10 5 M �, that
as well abo v e the 50 per cent completeness limit. They suggested

hat, if clusters form following an initial power-law mass function, its
ransformation to a lognormal shape could happen in ∼1 Gyr due to
he calculated 30 Myr disruption time-scale in M82 disc. In a follow-
p study, De Grijs, Parmentier & Lamers ( 2005 ) used analytical
rescriptions based on previous N -body results by Baumgardt & 

akino ( 2003 ) to conclude that the observed lognormal CMF was
ot the result of transformation, instead clusters in the M82-B region
ere formed with a lognormal CIMF. The high-density environments 

n which these clusters were formed are thought to be the reason for
he lognormal CIMF. On the other hand, the reported CMFs for
oung clusters in intense starburst galaxies such as Antennae have a
ower-law form (Whitmore et al. 1999 ; Benedict et al. 2002 ). This
rings to an interesting question as to why the CIMF in M82-B region
s different from that in other starburst regions? 

In this work, we analyse the CIMF of the cluster sample for the
isc of M82, with a special interest to test whether the M82 disc SSCs
bey a lognormal CIMF as found by De Grijs et al. ( 2005 ), or instead
 power-law CIMF like in other starburst systems. The analysis is
oti v ated by the availability of a fast numerical tool, called Evolve
e a Cluster of StarS ( EMACSS , Alexander et al. 2014 ), which allows

he dynamical evolution of star clusters under the influence of the
ravitation potential of a parent galaxy, assuming the clusters have 
ircular orbits around the centre of the galaxy. We used this tool
o construct the CIMF that is consistent with the present-day CMF,
ssuming a uniform age of 100 Myr for all SSCs. The chosen initial
et of cluster parameters co v er a wide range of initial masses and
adii, placed at different galactocentric distances that simulate the 
resently observed radial distribution of SSCs, and obeying power- 
aw and lognormal CIMFs. In Section 3 , we describe the initial
onditions of the cluster sample, as well as their corresponding mass
nd half-light radius evolution. We include a prescription for the 
bservational biases in order to compare the observed and simulated 
lusters properly. We summarize our conclusions in Section 4 . 

 OBSERV ED  MASS  F U N C T I O N  F O R  M 8 2  DISC  

SCS  

e use the mass function obtained by Mayya et al. ( 2008 ) as the
urrent-day CMF for M82 disc SSCs. This function is based on a
ample of 393 SSCs in the disc of this galaxy, detected in the HST
CS archive images from the Hubble Heritage Team (Mutchler et al.
007 ). This data set contains information in the F435W, F555W,
nd F814W bands, with a spatial sampling of 0.05 arcsec pixel −1 ,
orresponding to 0.88 pc pixel −1 at the distance of M82 (3.63 Mpc,
reedman et al. 1994 ). For the whole sample, photometric masses
ere derived from simple stellar population models, assuming that 

he sample of disc SSCs is coe v al. This assumption of coe v ality
f the disc population is supported by the modelling of the disc
roperties by Mayya et al. ( 2006 ) and the subsequent observational
onfirmation of a relatively small spread of the spectroscopically 
etermined ages of disc SSCs (Smith et al. 2007 ; Konstantopoulos
t al. 2009 ). Mayya et al. ( 2008 ) obtained the photometric masses and
eddening using a uniform age of 100 Myr and Cardelli, Clayton &

athis ( 1989 ) extinction curve with R v = 3.1, with the reddening
alues determined as the average of F 435 W − F 555 W and F 555 W

F 814 W excesses over the simple stellar population (SSP) colours
or the assumed age. Use of an older age would increase the mass
f a cluster of given magnitude due to the increase of mass-to-light
atio with age, but would decrease the mass due to a lower inferred
MNRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
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M

Figure 1. Simulated CIMF to reproduce the observed samples in Cue v as-Otahola et al. ( 2021 ) ( CO21 ) (red dashed line) and Maya et al. ( 2008 ) ( M08 ) (black 
solid line) following lognormal functions (upper panels), with log ( M) equal to 4.23, 4.5, 5 M � from left to right, and power-law CIMF (bottom panels) with 
α = 1.8 (left) and α = 2 (right). The simulated CIMF have 1000 and 3500 points in order to reproduce the observed CMF in CO21 and M08 , respectively. 
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olour excess, with the net effect of increase of the mass by less
han a factor of two if all clusters are as old as 1 Gyr, instead of the
ssumed 100 Myr. Mayya et al. ( 2008 ) found that the resulting CMF
ollo ws a po wer-law with a slope α = 1.5 between 10 4 − 10 6 M �.
he CMF shows a turno v er at ∼ 10 4 M �, which they associated to

he incompleteness in the detection of lower mass clusters. 

 CLUSTER  SIMULATIONS  A N D  DY NA M I C A L  

O D E L S  

e use Monte Carlo simulations to populate the disc of M82 with
luster populations obeying five different CIMFs. Star clusters are
istributed at different galactocentric distances for three assumed
unctional forms. For a cluster of given mass its half-mass radius
s chosen so that the total population of clusters follows previously
efined functional forms of their mean density distributions. Each
luster is then evolved under the gravitational potential of a typical
ate-type disc galaxy for 100 Myr. The details of each of these
unctions are explained below. 

The 100 Myr for the cluster population fixed in our simulations
s based on the small spread in observed ages around this value for

82 disc clusters as discussed in detail in the introduction. At t =
00 Myr, stellar evolution and early dynamical processes like two-
ody relaxation and disc shocks (Fall & Zhang 2001 ) are already
t play. We use EMACSS to simulate how these ef fects af fect the
volution of the clusters. EMACSS treats dynamical evolution in terms
f the relaxation time and the flow of energy normalized to the
NRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
nitial cluster energy. Tidal fields are included assuming an isothermal
alo profile. In the following subsections, we describe the initial
onditions used in our simulations. 

.1 Model CIMFs 

ollowing the work by De Grijs et al. ( 2005 ), we explore three
ets of lognormal (Vesperini 1998 , 2000 , 2001 ) and two sets of
ower-la w (F all & Zhang 2001 ) CIMFs, in order to reproduce the
bserved CMF in Mayya et al. ( 2008 ) (hereinafter M08 ). We draw
he lognormal CIMFs from lognormal distributions centred at 10 4.23 ,
0 4.5 , and 10 5 M � with σ log (M / M �) = 0.33 using Monte Carlo
echniques. The power-law CIMFs are drawn from the functions
100 M / 10 4 . 5 M �) −1 . 8 and (100 M / 10 4 . 5 M �) −2 . We set the power-
aw low-mass limit to log ( M / M �) > 3. It may be noted that clusters
ith masses lower than this limit would be below the detection limits.
oreo v er, these relativ ely low-mass clusters become unbound much

efore the current age of 100 Myr for the population. The resulting
IMFs are constituted by n = 3500 objects each and are shown in
ig. 1 in black solid lines. 
Most M82 clusters are in the process of expansion, with a few

aving expanded up to more than 20 per cent of the Jacobi radius
see Fig. 9 in CO21 ). At the present rate of e xpansion, v ery few
lusters would survive for more than 500 Myr. For this reason, we
iscard the possibility of ages as old as 1 Gyr for the M82 cluster
opulation as was reported in some studies (De Grijs et al. 2001 ),
nd end our simulations at 100 Myr. 
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Figure 2. Simulated cluster initial � h distribution to reproduce the observed samples in Cue v as-Otahola et al. ( 2021 ) ( CO21 ) (red dashed line) and Maya et al. 
( 2008 ) ( M08 ) (black solid line) following a power-law form with log � h equal to 2.5 M �/ pc 2 in the left-hand panel and 3.11 M �/ pc 2 in the right-hand panel. 
The simulated distributions have 1000 and 3500 points, in order to reproduce the observed CMF in CO21 and M08 , respectively. 
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.2 Model initial radius distributions 

ue v as-Otahola et al. ( 2020 , 2021 ) carried out a structural analysis of
 subset of 99 SSCs from the M08 M82 disc SSC sample. This subset
epresents the bright (massive) end of the original sample, restricted 
ainly by the relatively high surface brightness of the disc and the

mount of crowding of SSCs in M82. The sample however is repre-
entative of the original sample for clusters massive than 3 × 10 4 M �
he analysis was carried out using the code NPROFIT (Cue v as-
tahola et al. 2022 ), developed to exploit the capability of the HST

n the characterization of core and haloes of the SSCs in nearby
alaxies. NPROFIT extracts the surface brightness profiles of a given 
ample of star clusters, fits empirical and dynamical models (either 

offat-EFF, King, or Wilson) to the extracted profiles, and returns 
ynamically rele v ant parameters such as the half-light radius ( R h ),
he total mass ( M ) and the velocity dispersion of stars σ , the latter two
arameters calculated using the mass-to-light ratio that corresponds 
o the assumed age. We used the mass-to-light ratio value of 0.11346
n the F555W band, which corresponds to the value for 100 Myr,
ith the Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001 ) in the BC03 models (Bruzual &
harlot 2003 ). 
The distribution of stellar half-mass surface densities ( � h ) for a

ubsample of 99 clusters was presented in Cue v as-Otahola et al.
 2021 ) (hereinafter CO21 ). The authors used EMACSS code to derive
he initial distribution of surface densities, finding that clusters are in 
 state of expansion if log ( I h ) < 4 L �

pc 2 
or equi v alently, � h < 1135 M �

pc 2 

or the adopted mass-to-light ratio. The distribution of the initial 
ean surface density of these expanding clusters followed a log- 

ormal form (see Fig. 7 in CO21 ). Hence, as a starting point,
e assume the mean surface density distribution obtained for the 
9 SSCs in CO21 holds for the entire sample of disc SSCs and
se this lognormal form for the distribution of the initial mean 
urface density. We assume two lognormal � h distributions centred 
t 10 2.5 and 10 3.11 M �/ pc 2 and σ log ( � h / M �pc −2 ) = 0.33, shown
n Fig. 2 in red dashed lines, from which we draw the initial R h 
istributions. 
.3 Distribution of galactocentric distances of simulated 

lusters 

n order to represent the effect of tidal forces on the cluster evolution,
n the simulations we place each SSC at a galactocentric radius ( R g )
rawn from three sets of initial R g distrib utions: uniform, power -law,
nd exponential disc functions. In CO21 , we found that 9 per cent
f SSCs are likely to become GCs. Considering this, we have
hosen the index of our power-law R g distribution to be −4.5, which
eproduces the Milky Way GC R g distribution (Baumgardt 1998 ). 

e also consider an exponential disc function following Mayya & 

arrasco ( 2009 ), who report such a function with a scale length
f 1 kpc in the V band. The initial R g distributions for CO21 and
08 are shown in Fig. 3 in red dashed and black solid lines,

especti vely. The lo wer and upper R g limits of these distributions
re 0.5 and 5 kpc, which correspond to the present-day R g values
or the observed sample of SSCs ( M08 ). We summarized the initial
onditions to reproduce the CIMF in M08 and its subsample CO21 in
able 1 . 

.4 Dynamical evolution of the simulated clusters in the 
ravitational potential of M82 

everal studies of the evolution of the CIMF are based on the
hotometric evolution of the clusters (e.g. Larsen 2002 ; Bas- 
ian 2008 ; Sun et al. 2016 ) using synthetic models of sim-
le stellar populations (Bruzual & Charlot 2003 ) and neglecting 
isrupti ve dynamical ef fects that are pro v en to driv e mass-loss
Bastian 2008 ). 

We evolved the simulated clusters of initial mass M , and half-
ass radius R h , located at the galactocentric distance R g for a

uration of 100 Myr using EMACSS code. The gravitational potential 
f M82 is described by a flat rotation curve of 100 km s −1 velocity
Konstantopoulos et al. 2009 ; Greco, Martini & Thompson 2012 ).
t t = 100 Myr, stellar evolution and early dynamical processes like

wo-body relaxation and disc shocks (Fall & Zhang 2001 ) are already
MNRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
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M

Figure 3. Simulated cluster initial R g distributions to reproduce the observed samples in CO21 (red dashed line) and M08 (black solid line), drawn from uniform 

(left), power-law (centre), and exponential disc (right) functions. The simulated distrib utions ha ve 1000 and 3500 points in order to reproduce the observed CMF 
in CO21 and M08 , respectively. 

Table 1. Initial conditions (to reproduce CMF in Paper I). 

Run CIMF f ( R g ) log M log � h log M log � h 

(M �) (M �/ pc 2 ) (M �) (M �/ pc 2 ) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1 lognormal uniform 4 .23 3 .11 4 .23 3 .11 
2 lognormal power law 4 .23 3 .11 4 .23 3 .11 
3 lognormal exponential 4 .23 3 .11 4 .23 3 .11 
4 lognormal uniform 4 .23 2 .5 4 .23 2 .5 
5 lognormal power law 4 .23 2 .5 4 .23 2 .5 
6 lognormal exponential 4 .23 2 .5 4 .23 2 .5 
7 power-law α = 2 uniform 3 .82 3 .11 3 .43 3 .11 
8 power-law α = 2 power law 3 .82 3 .11 3 .43 3 .11 
9 power-law α = 2 exponential 3 .82 3 .11 3 .43 3 .11 
10 power-law α = 2 uniform 3 .82 2 .5 3 .43 2 .5 
11 power-law α = 2 power law 3 .82 2 .5 3 .43 2 .5 
12 power-law α = 2 exponential 3 .82 2 .5 3 .43 2 .5 
13 lognormal uniform 4 .5 3 .11 4 .5 3 .11 
14 lognormal power law 4 .5 3 .11 4 .5 3 .11 
15 lognormal exponential 4 .5 3 .11 4 .5 3 .11 
16 lognormal uniform 4 .5 2 .5 4 .5 2 .5 
17 lognormal power law 4 .5 2 .5 4 .5 2 .5 
18 lognormal exponential 4 .5 2 .5 4 .5 2 .5 
19 power-law α = 1.8 uniform 3 .86 3 .11 3 .54 3 .11 
20 power-law α = 1.8 power law 3 .86 3 .11 3 .54 3 .11 
21 power-law α = 1.8 exponential 3 .86 3 .11 3 .54 3 .11 
22 power-law α = 1.8 uniform 3 .86 2 .5 3 .54 2 .5 
23 power-law α = 1.8 power law 3 .86 2 .5 3 .54 2 .5 
24 power-law α = 1.8 exponential 3 .86 2 .5 3 .54 2 .5 
25 lognormal uniform 5 3 .11 5 3 .11 
26 lognormal power law 5 3 .11 5 3 .11 
27 lognormal exponential 5 3 .11 5 3 .11 
28 lognormal uniform 5 2 .5 5 2 .5 
29 lognormal power law 5 2 .5 5 2 .5 
30 lognormal exponential 5 2 .5 5 2 .5 

Note. Description of the columns: Column 1: run label. Column 2: cluster initial mass function for the simulations. 
Column 3: function used to generate the R g initial distributions. Column 4: mean mass of the initial clusters mass 
distributions for CO21 . Column 5: mean of the initial surface brightness distributions for CO21 . Column 6: mean 
mass of the initial clusters mass distributions for M08 . Column 7: mean of the initial surface brightness distributions 
for M08 . 
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t play. EMACSS treats dynamical evolution in terms of the relaxation 
ime and the flow of energy normalized to the initial cluster energy.
idal fields are included assuming an isothermal halo profile, to 
epresent the potential of the host galaxy. 

EMACSS follows stellar evolution (through the evolution of the 
ean mass of the stellar mass function) and includes a simplified 

rescription of early dynamical processes that depend on the cluster 
 h and considers escapers (Gieles et al. 2010 ; Lamers, Baumgardt &
ieles 2010 ). A simplified prescription of mass se gre gation and core

ollapse is also included in EMACSS . The influence of very massive
bjects, such as stellar black holes and neutron stars, which a v oid
luster collapse and lead to a later core expansion (Mackey et al.
008 ) is considered in EMACSS using a rough approximation, based 
n the fact that the evolution of R h , unlike the core radius, does
ot depend on the retention of black holes (Breen & Heggie 2013 ;
 ̈utzgendorf, Baumgardt & Kruijssen 2013 ). The approximation 
erformed by EMACSS is reliable for times up to twice the core
ollapse time, with the size of clusters beyond that time-scale being 
ven smaller (Alexander et al. 2014 ). At the selected age ( t =
00 Myr), the approximation is reliable. To pro v e this statement,
e have selected the initial conditions of the densest simulated 

luster , surviving for 100 Myr , and we recall the expressions for the
elaxation time t rh = N /8ln Nt cr where the crossing time t cr = 1 / 

√ 

Gρ

Spitzer & Hart 1971 ). Such a cluster has an initial density of
0 4.7 M �/pc 3 , resulting in t rh = 318 Myr. The time of core collapse
 cc is given in terms of t rh , which in the case of clusters constituted
y equal mass stars is of the order of 15–20 t rh (Fujii & Portegies
wart 2014 ), whereas for clusters with mass distributed following 
 mass function is 0.2 t rh (Portegies Zwart & McMillan 2002 )
hich yields t cc = 64 Myr. Hence, EMACSS would give unreliable 

esults for such a dense cluster for t > 128 Myr, which is abo v e the
ime we are evolving the clusters. Regarding external perturbations, 
MACSS treatment of tidal fields is based on circular orbits, assuming
 constant circular velocity, and an isothermal halo potential. We 
ssume a flat rotation curve with a velocity of 100 km s −1 , following
he values reported for M82 (Konstantopoulos et al. 2009 ; Greco 
t al. 2012 ). The tidal effects in EMACSS are set by defining the
alaxy velocity and the galactocentric radius. Along with the tidal 
f fects, EMACSS allo ws to include an experimental prescription for
ynamical friction (the sinking of clusters towards the galactic 
entre). Ho we ver, such an ef fect can be neglected at intermediate
ges. F or e xample, the most massiv e simulated cluster surviving
p to 100 Myr has a mass of 10 6.16 M �. From equation (7.26) in
inney & Tremaine ( 1987 ), for the latter cluster we have a time of
ynamical friction t df of 460 Myr, which is almost five times larger
han the evolution time analysed. Additionally to the previously 

entioned effects, interaction with giant molecular clouds (GMCs) 
nd spiral arms are disruptive effects with considerable effects on 
lusters with masses below 10 4 M � in the solar neighbourhood 
Lamers & Gieles 2006 ). We bear in mind that EMACSS does not
ave a prescription for GMC interactions, hence, such effect is not 
ccounted in the simulations. In order to understand the effects of
MC interactions, in CO21 , we re-wrote equation (4) in Lamers &
ieles ( 2006 ) for cluster disruption due to GMCs. Both effects,
ynamical friction and interaction with GMCs have a dependence on 
he cluster mass and R h , as well as on environmental properties such
s the cloud densities. Assuming Milky Way-like cloud properties, 
e have a disruption time due to interaction with GMCs for the

east massive cluster in CO21 surviving for 100 Myr ( M = 288 M �
nd R h = 0 . 38 pc) of 71 Gyr, and for the spiral arms interaction a
isruption time of 574 Gyr, following equation (5) of Lamers & 

ieles ( 2006 ). 
The starting number of clusters is determined a posteriori so 
hat ∼400 clusters (i.e. close to the observed number of SSCs)
urvive after evolution for 100 Myr. We found this initial number
o be N = 3500. The exact number defines the normalization factor
nly and not the shape of the CMF. It may be recalled that the
 h for a cluster of mass M is drawn to satisfy the � h distribution
btained for the subset of 99 SSCs, which is slightly (by around
0 per cent) biased to wards massi ve SSCs). There is no reason to
elieve that the � h distribution for the entire sample would be
ifferent from that for the subset of 99 SSCs. In order to guard
gainst any bias introduced due to this assumption, we also ran
he simulations to produce the CMF for the subset of 99 SSCs.
he initial distributions for this subset are shown in Figs 1–3 by

ed lines. 
The sixty sets of initial conditions described abo v e produce

lusters with very diverse dynamical configurations. The Jacobi 
adius ( R j ) takes into account the galactic properties, and the
 h / R j ratio provides information on the Roche volume filled by
 cluster. We recall that R j is a proxy of the tidal field strength
nd is given as a function of the cluster angular frequency �,
nd the cluster mass as R 

3 
j ∝ 

M 

�2 (King 1966 ). To understand
he initial dynamical configuration of the simulated clusters, we 
ompute the initial R h / R j and find that SSCs simulated using
ower-law CIMFs are, on average, more embedded within their R j ,
hereas those drawn from lognormal CIMFs show a larger fraction 
f tidally limited clusters. For the lognormal mass distributions, 
65 per cent of the clusters are initially tidally limited, whereas for

he power-law initial mass distributions the corresponding fraction is 
53 per cent. 

.5 Dynamical evolution of clusters using EMACSS 

n CO21 , we have shown that under the galactic field of M82, massive
lusters at 100 Myr evolve resembling the evolution of isolated 
lusters. Less dense clusters lying within 2 kpc in the disc, suffer from
arger mass-loss than isolated clusters. Clusters experience an initial 
xpansion phase, which is stalled once the cluster reaches its tidal
imit. Such a limit is given by the R h 

Rj 
ratio (Alexander et al. 2014 ),

eaching values larger than 0.1 for tidally limited clusters. The early
as expulsion has a critical role in the evolution of clusters, which is
rucial in explaining the formation scenario of clusters out of virial
quilibrium during the early phases of evolution. Such non-virial 
lusters could have been born that way or such configurations could
rise from the violent gas expulsion (Larsen 2009 ). Since EMACSS

oes not include a prescription for gas expulsion, we consider the
ormer scenario. 

Throughout this paper we assume that stars form following the 
roupa ( 2001 ) initial mass function (IMF), with lower , upper , and
ean masses of 0.1, 100, and 0.6337 M �, respectively. 

.5.1 CIMF evolution 

n Fig. 4 , we show the evolved mass distributions at 100 Myr
or two CIMFs to illustrate the mass evolution in terms of the
hree galactocentric distributions (power-la w, e xponential disc, and 
niform) and two surface density distributions (low and high density). 
e show for illustration purposes only power-law with α = 2.0) 

nd lognormal CIMF with log M = 4 . 5, considering that the o v erall
ehaviour is similar for all power-law as well as for every lognormal
IMFs. We show in the upper and bottom panels the evolved
ower-law ( α = 2.0) and lognormal ( log M = 4 . 5) distributions,
MNRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
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M

Figure 4. CIMFs evolved through 100 Myr using the semi-analytical evolution code EMACSS . In the left-hand panels, we show CIMFs evolving assuming 
lower surface density distributions, whereas in the right-hand panel, the denser ones. In the top panels, we show the evolved CIMFs drawn from power-law 

distributions with α = 2 (runs 7–12), whereas in the bottom panels we show the evolved CIMFs drawn from lognormal distributions with log M = 4 . 5 (Runs 
13–18) under uniform tidal fields (uniform R g distributions) and exponential and power-law R g . The evolved CMFs are compared with the CIMFs in Fig. 1 
(yellow histogram). 
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espectively. In the left-hand panels, we show the less dense whereas
n the right-hand panels the denser evolved distributions. Each panel
hows the distributions evolving under three different galactocentric
nitial functions. In the figure, we qualitatively compare the evolved
IMFs with their corresponding CIMF, intended to reproduce the
MF in M08 . 
The following two main conclusions can be drawn from the

imulations: (1) The evolution does not change the form of the CIMF,
.e. both the power-law and lognormal CIMFs retain their initial forms
or all assumed R g distributions for cluster masses abo v e 10 3 M �, the
inimum mass in simulations. (2) The present-day CMFs have a low-
ass tail as compared to the CIMFs. In fact, there is a systematic shift

o wards lo wer masses by around 0.2–0.7 dex over the entire mass
ange, with larger shifts for lower mass clusters. These effects are
ore pronounced for the lower-density clusters (left-hand panels).
he shift for the standard exponential distribution of R g (solid black
NRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
ines) is intermediate between uniform (dotted blue) and power-law
dotted red) R g distributions. This is expected as the power-law form
 v erpopulates clusters in the inner regions where the tidal effects are
aximum, as compared to the exponential form. On the other hand,

he uniform distribution populates most clusters in the external parts
here tidal effects are minimum. For comparison, the mean R g for

he simulated samples after 100 Myr of evolution are 0.6, 1.1, and
.7 kpc, respectively for the power-la w, e xponential, and uniform
istribution of R g values. 
It may be recalled that the initial R h for each cluster is chosen

n such a way that the whole population satisfies the initial � h 

istribution, where � h = M cl /π ∗ R 

2 
h / 2. The � h distribution is

ased on the subsample of 99 SSCs studied in CO21 . In Ap-
endix Sections A and B , we demonstrate that the abo v e con-
lusions are valid for the mass function for the subsample of 99
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Figure 5. Completeness function used in this work, derived from M08 . 
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.5.2 Correction of simulated CIMF for observational 
ncompleteness 

efore comparing the results of the simulated clusters to the observed 
MF, the bias caused due to incompleteness of the observed sample 
as to be incorporated to the simulated CMFs. M08 have presented 
n their fig. 5, the completeness correction curve as a function of the
bserved magnitude for the sample of SSCs from which the CMF
e analyse here was obtained. For the sake of clarity, we show the

ompletenes function used in this section, in Fig. 5 , as a function of
he B-magnitude from which the masses in M08 are computed, and 
or illustration purposes we also show the completeness as a function 
f the clusters’ masses. We used the mass-to-light ratio for 100 Myr
o transform their completeness function as a function simulated 

ass. 
In Fig. 6 , we compare the observed CMF from M08 with the

MF for our simulated clusters for all the runs in Table 1 after
pplying the effects due to incompleteness of the observed CMF. 
he observed CMF from M08 is shown in greyscale, whereas the 

hree R g distributions used in this work are shown by lines of
ifferent types. The models for lower density clusters are shown 
n the left plots, whereas the higher density models are shown to
he right. It can be inferred by a simple look at the plots that the
ower-law models are better match to the observed distribution of 
asses. On the other hand, none of the three lognormal distributions

orrectly produce the observed range of masses. The lognormal 
odels that reproduce the correct number of clusters at the two 

xtreme ends produces several orders of magnitude excess number 
f clusters of intermediate masses as compared to the observed 
umbers. 
In order to quantitatively compare the observed distributions with 

he simulated ones, we carry out the statistical non-parametric 
olmogoro v–Smirno v test (K–S) (Smirnov 1939 ) to determine 
hether the simulated and observed distributions are comparable. 

n Table 2 , we show the mean mass values for M08 (column
) and CO21 (column 4), along with the R h mean values for
O21 (column 6) for all runs, labelled in column 1, along with

he p -parameters of the K–S test (columns 3, 5, and 7), which
llow us to reject or not the null hypothesis that two compared
istributions are drawn from the same parent distribution. If p is
elow 0.01 (1 per cent), we can reject the null hypothesis, hence we
onclude that the compared distributions are different. We observe 
hat all runs performed assuming lognormal CIMFs (runs 1–6, 
3–18, 25–30) have p - M values, below 0.01, which supports the
rguments laid out before, ruling out initial lognormal distributions 
o reproduce the observed mass distributions of the M82 disc 
SCs sample. 
On the other hand, we notice that power-law CIMFs (runs 7–

2, 19–24) provide a more accurate representation of the observed 
amples, most specifically those evolving from less dense distri- 
utions (runs 10–12, 22–24) (left second and fourth panels). In 
articular, the distrib ution ev olving from the relati vely shallo wer
IMF ( α = 1.8) (runs 19–24), display larger p -values than those

or the canonical one ( α = 2-case) (runs 7–12). The best-match
ase is run 23, which corresponds to α = 1.8 with a power-law R g 

istrib ution. In general, power -law R g distrib utions (runs 8, 11, 20,
nd 23) provide a marginally better representation of the observed 
MF as compared to an exponential R g distributions runs (9, 12,
1, and 24). On the other hand, none of the models involving
niform radial distribution represent the observed CMF. Thus in 
onclusion, we establish that the clusters in M82 disc formed in the
ame way as in other star-forming galaxies with a power-law, rather
han the lognormal form. The simulations fa v our a slightly shallower
ower-la w inde x of α = 1.8, as compared to the canonical value
f α = 2. 

.5.3 Comparison of R h distribution 

n order to be able to study the evolution of the CMF constrained to the
ass-radius space, we need to study the effects of the observational

iases considered into the M82 disc R h distribution. We have studied
uch effects on the M08 CMF in previous sections. However, as we
ave described in the introduction, R h values could be obtained only
or a sub-sample of 99 reasonably isolated SSCs ( CO21 ). Never-
heless, we have shown that CO21 is a representative subsample of

08 . Hence, we correct the simulated R h distribution for the observed
ncompleteness already presented in Fig. 5 for the total M08 sample.
n Fig. 7 , we compare the observed distribution of R h for the sub-
ample of 99 SSCs with that for the simulations. We find that as in
he mass case, the less dense initial conditions along with power-law
istributions (runs 10–12, 22–24) provide distributions comparable 
o the observed one. Ho we ver, we draw attention to some p - R values
orresponding to lognormal distributions, large enough to accept the 
ull hypothesis, such as that for runs 4 and 6. Such values indicate that
hose distributions are drawn from the same distribution, which can 
e seen in Fig. 7 . Ho we ver, despite the very accurate representation,
hese runs do not have a good representation for the observed mass
istributions, as seen in their very low p - M values. Hence, runs 23
nd 24, are the best representations of the observed sample, having
 - M and p - R values to conclude they are drawn from the same parent
istributions. 

.5.4 Evolved mass–radius relation 

e have successfully applied observational biases to the CMFs in 
08 and its sub-sample in CO21 , via the completeness function

n Fig. 5 , derived from Fig. 5 in M08 . Hence, we now proceed to
nalyse the evolution of the mass-radius relation and compare it with
he observed trend, reported in CO21 . We recall once again that the
 h v alues are av ailable only for the sub-sample studied by CO21 , and
MNRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
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M

Figure 6. CIMFs evolved through 100 Myr using the semi-analytical evolution code EMACSS , and applying the completeness function in Fig. 5 . In the left-hand 
panels, we show CIMFs evolving assuming lower surface density distributions, whereas in the right-hand panels, the denser ones. The first and second panels 
sho w e volv ed CIMFs dra wn from power-la w distributions (Runs 19–24 and 7–12), and from the middle to the bottom panels evolved CIMFs drawn from 

lognormal distributions (Runs 1–6, 13–19, and 25–30), under uniform tidal fields (uniform R g distributions) and exponential and power-law R g . The evolved 
CIMFs are compared with the observed CMF in M08 (grey histogram). 
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Table 2. Mean masses and half-light radii of the evolved simulated dis- 
tributions, and their p -values obtained from the Kolmogoro v–Smirno v test 
(K–S). 

Run log M p - M log M p - M R h p - R 

(M �) (M �) (pc) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1 4.23 1.33e-15 4.43 2.38e-08 2.02 2.89e-16 
2 4.19 0.00e + 00 4.40 1.92e-07 1.96 1.65e-16 
3 4.22 2.14e-21 4.44 4.36e-08 2.05 4.34e-16 
4 4.20 3.44e-15 4.41 5.61e-08 3.99 0.82 
5 4.01 7.14e-09 4.28 1.20e-03 3.41 0.03 
6 4.13 1.61e-14 4.37 3.61e-06 3.95 0.66 
7 3.70 2.82e-10 4.17 0.11 1.58 3.22e-21 
8 3.73 6.31e-07 4.19 0.18 1.53 6.18e-16 
9 3.72 3.09e-08 4.19 0.07 1.52 5.84e-20 
10 3.67 1.00e-10 4.11 0.09 2.98 1.28e-03 
11 3.63 1.03e-11 4.02 0.15 2.69 1.26e-04 
12 3.64 3.13e-07 4.08 0.11 2.76 1.58e-04 
13 4.55 1.10e-57 4.66 1.27e-13 2.67 9.56e-09 
14 4.49 3.10e-51 4.62 2.86e-12 2.48 4.87e-11 
15 4.52 7.77e-16 4.65 5.81e-14 2.63 1.67e-09 
16 4.50 1.07e-52 4.62 6.99e-12 4.88 0.02 
17 4.22 2.22e-15 4.42 3.26e-08 4.69 0.09 
18 4.39 4.44e-15 4.52 2.15e-10 4.75 0.12 
19 3.90 1.42e-02 4.44 1.67e-03 2.06 1.40e-12 
20 3.92 6.51e-02 4.46 2.01e-03 1.86 6.17e-13 
21 3.91 3.36e-02 4.50 4.06e-04 2.02 1.85e-11 
22 3.86 8.40e-04 4.43 3.81e-03 4.63 0.09 
23 3.74 0.128 4.15 0.58 3.69 0.17 
24 3.81 0.103 4.30 0.03 4.07 0.33 
25 5.04 1.48e-158 5.01 1.58e-32 3.89 0.58 
26 4.97 8.88e-16 4.95 4.90e-30 3.72 0.20 
27 5.02 1.78e-154 4.99 1.72e-32 3.74 0.22 
28 4.98 1.67e-15 4.95 1.18e-30 7.50 7.55e-14 
29 4.68 1.93e-76 4.72 9.06e-17 6.73 2.82e-11 
30 4.87 1.89e-15 4.86 2.42e-24 7.37 1.23e-12 

Note. Description of the columns: Column 1: Run label. Column 2: Mean 
mass of the evolved clusters CIMF intended to reproduce the observed 
CMF in M08 . Column 3: Parameter p of the Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test, 
obtained when comparing the observed CMF in M08 and the simulated 
CIMFs. Column 4: Mean mass of the evolved CIMFs intended to re- 
produce the observed CMF in CO21 . Column 5: Parameter p of the 
Kolmogorov–Smirnoff test, obtained when comparing the observed CMF 
in CO21 and the simulated CIMFs. Column 6: Mean half-light radius 
( R h ) of the evolved clusters R h distributions intended to reproduce the 
observed distribution in CO21 . Column 7: Parameter p of the Kolmogorov–
Smirnoff test, obtained when comparing the observed R h distributions and 
simulated R h distributions. 
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ence our comparison of mass–radius relation is restricted to CO21 
ample only. 

In Fig. 8 , we compare the results from runs 23 and 24 with
he observed mass and R h distributions of the M82 disc SSCs in
O21 . Both runs provide good representations of the observed mass–

adius relation. Ho we ver, run 23 (CIMF with index α = 1.8, power-
aw R g distribution and low-surface surface density � h = 2 . 5), is

ore accurate in the less-massive and larger-radii region of the 
ass-radius diagram. Our simulated MF mean value is 10 4 . 15 M �
hich is 0.03 dex above the value in CO21 (10 4 . 12 M �). We find

arger differences in the R h distribution, with the simulated mean 
 h equal to 3.69 pc, whereas the reported one is 4.26 pc. Hence, a
hallow CIMF, with low-surface density and distributed following 
n initial power -law R g distrib ution as the one in Baumgardt ( 1998 ),
eproduces the observed mass–radius relation in the M82 disc 
SCs. 
Finally, we compare our simulated mass and R h distributions for 

he assumed initial conditions in Run 23, with those reported for the
bserved sample of M82 disc SSCs and find good agreement. There
s a small group of four clusters, defined as massive-compact SSCs
n CO21 , that are not reproduced entirely by our simulations. It was
emonstrated in that work, that this group of clusters corresponds 
o dense initial conditions, significantly more compact and massive 
han the initial conditions required to reproduce the rest of clusters
n the M82 disc sample. In CO21 , these dense models were labeled
s M1, M2, and M3. The group of clusters that obey these dense
odels are shown by diamond symbols in Fig. 8 to distinguish them

rom the rest of the sample. In this work, we have only considered
ensity conditions that represent the majority of the cluster sample, 
orresponding to models M4 to M9 in CO21 . We notice in the figure a
mall group constituted by the less massive and large clusters (below
0 4 M � and abo v e 3 pc), which seem to be slightly mo v ed from
he simulation points. Such a difference could be explained due to
he completeness correction used, which is higher at lower masses, 
ntroducing larger uncertainties in the low-mass region of the mass 
istribution, most specifically in the case of low-surface half-mass 
ensities. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this work, we characterized the functional form of the CIMF that
s consistent with the present-day (100 Myr) CMF of the complete
ample of SSCs in the disc of the late-type galaxy M82. We evolved
 population of simulated clusters rotating in circular orbits under 
he gravitational potential of M82 using the EMACSS (Alexander et al.
014 ) semi-analytical code for a duration of 100 Myr, which is the
ypical age of the SSCs in the disc of M82. The cluster population
as defined by lognormal and power-law forms for the CIMF, and

re distributed in the disc of M82 using uniform, exponential, and
ower-law radial density functions. The initial radius of the clusters 
ere chosen so as to satisfy lognormal distributions of their mean
ensity centred around a low and a high value (log � h = 2.5 and
.11 M �/pc 2 , respectively). The simulated CMFs were subjected to
he observational incompleteness function and compared with the 
bserved CMF for the complete sample of SSCs in the disc of M82.
ognormal CIMFs, in general, poorly represent the observed data, 
ith the best fits corresponding to power-law CIMF with an index
f α = 1.8, and log � h = 2.5 M �/pc 2 . Exponential and power-law
adial distribution functions both represent well the data set, with the
atter distribution giving marginally better fits. The distribution of 
resent-day half-light radius ( R h ) for the simulated clusters matches
ell the observed R h distribution for a sub-sample of 99 SSCs for
hich we have measured R h . The latter sub-sample of clusters also

ollows the observed mass–radius relation. We conclude from the 
imulations carried out in this work that the clusters in M82 were
ormed with a power-law CIMF, similar to other starburst systems 
here such measurements are available. Our simulations demon- 

trate a turno v er of the power-la w CMF after 100 Myr of evolution.
o we ver, unlike the turnover seen in the Globular Cluster Luminosity
unctions, the turno v er in our simulations occurs at masses around
n order of magnitude lower than the observational limits, for its
etection in the M82 cluster sample, which means that the observed
urno v er is a consequence of completeness instead of an intrinsic
henomenon. 
MNRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
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Figure 7. R h distribution evolved through 100 Myr using the semi-analytical evolution code EMACSS , and applying the completeness function in Fig. 5 . In the 
left-hand panels, we show the R h distrib utions ev olving assuming lower surface density distributions, whereas in the right-hand panels, the denser ones. The 
first and second panels show the R h distributions evolved, with masses following CIMFs drawn from power-law distributions (Runs 19–24, and 7–12), and from 

the middle to the bottom panels evolved CIMFs drawn from lognormal distributions (Runs 1–6, 13–19, and 25–30), under uniform tidal fields (uniform R g 

distributions) and exponential and power-law R g . The evolved R h distributions are compared with the observed ones in CO21 (grey histogram). 
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Figure 8. (Upper panel) Mass distributions of the evolved simulated clusters in the best runs (23 and 24), evolved through 100 Myr. (Lower left panel) 
Mass–radius diagram of the best runs, compared with the observed mass-radius relation of M82 disc SSCs, with a small group of compact massive groups in 
larger and lighter symbols. (Lower right panel) Half-light radius ( R h ) distributions of the evolved simulated clusters in the best runs. 
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PPENDI X  A :  MASS  A N D  R A D I U S  E VO L U T I O N  

n this section we present an analysis analogous to that in Section
.5.1 , in this case, for the sub-sample of M08 , reported in CO21 .
n Fig. A1 , we show the evolved mass distributions at 100 Myr,
or the 30 sets of CIMFs used to reproduce the observed mass
istribution reported in CO21 following the same colour codes
or the simulations as in Fig. 4 , along with their corresponding
IMF. 
We show only the two evolved mass distributions at 100 Myr

or two CIMFs (labelled as CIMF CO21 ) to illustrate the mass
volution in terms of the three galactocentric distributions (power-
a w, e xponential disc, and uniform) and two surface density dis-
ributions, drawn from low and high surface densities. We show
n the upper and bottom panels the evolved power-law ( α =
.0) and lognormal ( logM = 4 . 5) distributions. In the left-hand
anels, we show the less dense whereas in the right-hand panels
he denser evolved distributions. Each panel shows the distribu-
ions evolving under three different galactocentric initial func-
ions. In the figure, we qualitatively compare the evolved CIMFs
ith their corresponding CIMF, intended to reproduce the CMF

n CO21. 
We notice that lognormal CIMFs evolve a lognormal CMFs, being

ow-surface density clusters shifted toward less massive values, than
he high surface density ones. Moreo v er, clusters evolving under
ower -law R g distrib ution, loose from 0.2 to 0.6 dex. Clusters below
0 4 M � are significantly more affected in the low-surface density
egime, whereas for the high surface initial density, such a limit is
0 3.4 M �. On the other hand, power-law distributions show a strong
runcation at the low-mass end, departing from the original CIMF
rend, with the CIMF evolving under a galactocentric radius power-
aw distribution, shifted to ward lo wer mass values than the other
alactocentric distributions. The most dramatic change for power-
aw CIMFs is given for clusters below 10 3.4 M �, with the CIMF
volving from an uniform distribution having larger masses than the
ther distributions. This trend holds for both low and high surface
ensities. F or masses abo v e 10 3.4 M � e volving from initial lo w-
urface densities, clusters with galactocentric distributions drawn
rom a uniform distribution, keep the general form of the power-
aw distribution but shifted one bin toward lower-masses. This
rend is also seen for power-law CIMF with uniform galactocentric
istribution and high surface densities. In the low-surface density
ase, we observe that above 10 3.4 M �, clusters evolving from galac-
ocentric power-law distributions suffer greater mass-loss, shifting
he distributions two bins towards less massive values, differing
ignificantly in the high-mass end (abo v e 10 5 M �) from the other
istributions. This is expected, since for initial low-surface densities,
lusters are distributed preferentially in zones close to the centre,
here the galactic field is stronger, fa v ouring strong mass-loss. On

he other hand, in the same mass, range, we observe that power-law
IMF, displays similar values for both power-law and exponential
isc values, which is due to the smaller radii, causing clusters to be
ess prone to tidal disruption. 
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Figure A1. CIMFs evolved through 100 Myr using the semi-analytical evolution code EMACSS . In the left-hand panels, we show CIMFs evolving assuming 
lower surface density distributions, whereas in the right-hand panel, the denser ones. In the top panels, we show the evolved CIMFs drawn from power-law 

distributions with α = 2 (runs 7 to 12), whereas in the bottom panels we show the evolved CIMFs drawn from lognormal distributions with log M = 4 . 5 (Runs 
13 to 18) under uniform tidal fields (uniform R g distributions) and exponential and po wer-law R g . The e volved CMFs are compared with the CIMFs in Fig. 1 
(yellow histogram) intended to reproduce the observed CMF in Cuevas-Otahola et al. ( 2021 ) ( CO21 ). 
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PPENDIX  B:  H A L F - L I G H T  R A D I U S  

VO L U T I O N  

n this section, we analyse the evolution of the half-light radius
 R h ) distribution, in a similar fashion as in Section 3.5.1 , in or-
er to illustrate the R h evolution in terms of three galactocentric 
istrib utions (power -la w, e xponential disc, and uniform) and two
urface density distributions (low and high density), in a simi- 
ar way as in the previous section for the CMF. As we have

entioned in previous sections, the data set in M08 does not 
ontain R h information to be compared with the simulated R h 

istributions. 
In Fig. B1 , we show the evolution of the half-light radius

istribution under different conditions, following the same scheme 
s Fig. A1 , along with the corresponding initial R h distributions.
s we have pointed out before, the Jacobi radius (R j ) dictates the
volution and final fate of a cluster, which is given in terms of
he tidal field. In the previous section, we have stressed that the
 h distrib utions ev olving from uniform R g distrib utions ha ve on
verage larger R g , which increases the fraction of larger R h , shifting
he distributions toward larger values. In particular, R h distributions 
volving under lognormal CIMFs conditions have on average larger 
alues. Lognormal distrib utions ha ve higher mean mass values (see
able 1 ) than power-law ones, which explains the larger R h values
ince more massive clusters are less prone to be disrupted by tidal
ffects. We observe that in general, high surface density distributions, 
oth with power-law and lognormal CIMF, are more similar than their 
orresponding R h distributions, with a slight trend of larger clusters 
 R h > 7 pc) being disrupted more easily than compact ones. On the
ther hand, low-surface density clusters, show less extended values, 
ith power-law functions showing the more compact values, due to 

heir smaller R j , due to the combination of shorter R g and mass-loss.
MNRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
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M

Figure B1. R h distribution evolved through 100 Myr using the semi-analytical evolution code EMACSS . In the left-hand panels, we show R h distributions 
evolving assuming clusters with lower surface density distributions, whereas in the right-hand panel, the denser ones. In the top panels, we show the 
ev olved R h distrib utions with masses drawn from power -law distrib utions with α = 2 (runs 7 to 12), whereas in the bottom panels we sho w the e volved 
R h distributions corresponding to clusters with masses drawn from lognormal distributions with log M = 4 . 5 (Runs 13 to 18) under uniform tidal fields 
(uniform R g distributions) and exponential and power-law R g . The evolved R h distributions are compared with the initial R h distribution (yellow histogram) 
drawn from the surface densities distributions along with the CIMs in Figs 2 and 1 , respectively, intended to reproduce the observed R h distribution in 
Cue v as-Otahola et al. ( 2021 ) ( CO21 ). 
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PPENDIX  C :  OBSERVATIONA L  BIASES  F O R  

H E  SAMPLE  REPORTED  IN  C O 2 1  

s in Section 3.5.2 , we proceed to apply the completeness function in
08 , to the sub-sample CO21 , considering that it is a representative

ubset of the parent distribution in M08 , as we have previously laid
ut. We show these results in Fig. C1 . In the middle panel of the
gure, we notice that the evolved mass distributions arising from

ognormal CIMFs with mean values of 10 4 . 23 M � do not reproduce
he high-mass end of the observed mass distribution. Also, the
NRAS 525, 5262–5277 (2023) 
raction of clusters close to the median value is considerably higher
han the observed one. These fractions are dramatically larger for
ognormal distributions with higher mean values, ruling out these
nitial conditions, as seen in the middle and bottom panels. In these
ases, the resulting biased distributions are shifted towards larger
alues than the observed distribution. We notice in the first two
anels that power-law distributions, on the other hand, reproduce the
bserved distribution, with the shallower CMF reproducing more
ccurately the massive end, which is in agreement with the results in
ig. 6 . 
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Figure C1. CIMFs evolved through 100 Myr using the semi-analytical evolution code EMACSS and applying the completeness function in Fig. 5 . In the left-hand 
panels, we show CIMFs evolving assuming lower surface density distributions, whereas in the right-hand panels, the denser ones. The first and second panels 
sho w e volv ed CIMFs dra wn from power-la w distributions (Runs 19–24, and 7–12), and from the middle to the bottom panels evolv ed CIMFs dra wn from 

lognormal distributions (Runs 1–6, 13–19, and 25–30), under uniform tidal fields (uniform R g distributions) and exponential and power-law R g . The evolved 
CIMFs are compared with the observed CMF in CO21 (grey histogram). 
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